Will UFO Disclosure be on its
way in 2019?
Fade to Black Host Jimmy Church: “UFO
Disclosure? Bring it on!”
It was exactly one year ago when the New York Times
“disclosed” a story with revelations about a secret UFO
program, also known as the Advanced Aerospace Threat
Identification Program or AATIP run by the Pentagon.
Glowing Auras and ‘Black Money’: The Pentagon’s Mysterious UFO
program was the headline that broke – an admission that some
felt would certainly be the beginning of what is now known in
the UFO community as simply “disclosure.”
Since that time, tongues have been wagging as to the
significance of that ground-breaking article. Was it truly
info? Dis-info? Another attempt for our official sources to
control the narrative over something that maybe they fully
don’t understand?
And what has happened since that December 2017 day when the
story broke? Have we really had any significant kind of
disclosure that ET’s are real?
I spoke briefly with UFO researcher and host of Fade to Black
Radio, Jimmy Church who says, “If someone knows something
about all of this, it’s time for them to bring it on!”
And what about disclosure coming from other means, let’s say a
personal UFO sighting and/or contact experience? Jimmy had
much to say about this as well, including his own “daylight
UFO sighting” that he says rocked his world!

Jimmy Church will be moderating a special Ancient Aliens panel
at this year’s Conscious Life Expo in Los Angeles at the LAX
Hilton.
This is part of our special Conscious Life Expo pre-expo
speaker series. Be sure to visit Conscious Life Expo to learn
more and to attend this special 4-day event!

And if you can’t attend – No Worries!
Take advantage of the amazing offer
below…

This year will be a special celebration
for the 50th Anniversary of Chariots of
the Gods with Erich von Daniken who will
also be our special guest on Higher
Journeys!

If you haven’t already, be sure
to subscribe to Higher Journeys on
YouTube!
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